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About This Game

What a mess! Grimelda, a young witch, wanted to give her hair a little makeover when suddenly a tiny drop of her hair dye
dripped into the magic cauldron of her aunt! And then it happened... BOOM! A big bang followed by a massive explosion! Now
the whole, beautiful forest is covered with nasty, purple ooze! The young witch must clean everything up before her aunt comes

back...
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Title: The Witch's Apprentice: A Magical Mishap
Genre: Casual, Strategy
Developer:
Whalebox Studio
Publisher:
gamigo AG
Release Date: 14 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/10

Processor: Min. CPU 1500 MHz

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: Grafic card with 128 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: yes

English,German,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,French,Italian,Dutch,Portuguese
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Ok, where do i start. First, the plot is amazing. You are a dot going through various mazes for an unknown purpose. The
graphics are ♥♥♥♥♥♥IC. BOOTING UP THIS GAME MADE ME LOSE NO NUT NOVEMBER INSTANTLY. The game
control is just great, id prefer this game over Counter strike, Rainbow Six Siege or any other AAA game out on the market.
10/10 would ♥♥♥♥ing recommend
. This game takes data from OpenStreetMaps and allows you to play in any city in the world. It has few textures, so most
buildings look the same, so the maps obviously don't really look like the city they are supposedly portraying. Let's hope the
MOD support will allow modders to make their own textures or models, that would made this a really cool game.

Gameplay needs a bunch of tweaking, more enemy sprites and maybe a couple of different ships to fly. But in general it's an Ok
shooter.

I enjoyed the free roam option.

The game will be ported to Linux in the future, according to the dev, but it runs fine on Proton, so you can try it right away if
you are a Linux user like me.. Dificil de entender.. Nao gostei!. Didn't expect it to be THAT much better then 1.0.
Thanks alot for evolving the side-scrolign genre.

As bullet hell games are inherently challenging and master-able
ppl new to them might not want to start with a sequel in ealry access.

. controls aren't good and the whole game is misleading, how can i get a refund?
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I really like the concept of the game and it is pretty much fun to look at the different kinds os skills and weapons.
But i have huge problems to play the game properly, because I have huge laggs, low fps and it freezes often. My CPU is at 99%.
Please fix this.. So i played it a little, got bored since i couldn't find a way to play other than drag race or jsut drift around the
actually pretty small map. I'll check up on this game someday later to see if any actually good updates come to this game and
then i'll see if my mind changes.
. I went into this game with zero prior knowledge. All I knew was that it was 2 pounds and looked fun. And you know what? It
absolutely was! I'm 70% into yellow right now, and intend to keep playing, as I have to say that the level design, while starting
deceptively simple turned out to be incredibly well thought out later. I've died 137 times, and with each death I feel that I
learned more about how I should beat the level. For \u00a31.99, this game is fun, and an addicting time waster to play for a few
minutes. Kudos to the developer for knowing their stuff when it comes to level design. No unfair tricks. It's all you.. quite
pungent indeed. It's a fun game, but gets repetitive fast.
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